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Debates between the candidates for President and Vice President of the SGA were held last Thursday.

Pomeroy and Carrigan Elected
emerged victorious in the first
at-large election for President and
Vice President of the Student
Government Association (SGA).
According lo Tom Hefferon, a
member of the SGA Election Committee, 849 votes were cast in the
Presidential election and 851 in the"
race for the Vice Presidency. Hefferon stated that he was "pleased"
that 51 percent of the total student
body voted in the election, "especially considering that theelec-

In the race for the Presidency,
Pomeroy achieved a two-to-ore
margin over both the second and
third place candidates. John Leisenring came in second in the
election, whole Gavin Reardon
lagged six votes behind him for the
third place.
Carrigan also won the Vice
Presidency by a similar margin
over second place finisher Sandy
Smith. .
Pomeroy, who has been in the
ELECTIOK RESULTS
President
Jim Pomeroy
. 341 votes
John Leisenring
153 votes
Gavin Reardon
146 votes
Mike Reiner
93 votes
60 votes
Joe Troiano
37 votes
Jim Shapiro
19 votes
Mark Italia
Vice President
323 votes
Liz Carrigan
Sandy Smith
161 votes
Chris Sullivan
118 votes
John Josel
92 votes
Tina Tricarichi
68 votes
55 votes
Vicki Lenkeit
17 votes
Jeff More
17 votes
Larry Torres

SGA for seven semesters, served,
as President of the organization1
last year. Pomeroy was unable to
,be reached for comment on his
election. _
Carrigan, who has served on the
SGA for four semesters, served as
secretary of the organization in
the fall of 1978, the spring of 1979,
and the Fall of 1979.
This at-large election was the
first one for the organiztion and
was a result of the passage of an
amendment to the SGA constitution two weeks ago.

by James Moore
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(TCB) has issued a letter to the
College administration criticizing
the security alert descriptions of
the individuals involved in the
Summit Street assaults for their
encouragement of minority stereotyping.
The letter was prompted by
security alerts that described the
.alleged assailants as Hispanic or
Jamaican when, in actuality two of
the suspected perpetrators are
white males.
In addition to contributing to the
perpetuation of stereotypes, the
TCB letter claimed the erroneous
.descriptions could encourage "vig. ilante tactics" against anyone who.
might have a Jamaican accent. -;
According to Carmelette Smith,
Vice Chairman of.the TCB, this
incident is indicative of the "narrowmindedness" and paranoia of
the majority of the Trinity population with regard to minorities.
Smith noted that many white
females at Trinity will immediately
assume that minorities are res-:
ponsible for any harrassment that
occurs on' campus.
- Smith stated that .during a conference of black representatives
from various schools one security
guard received ten reports of
"suspicious looking blacks lurking
around." She views this as the
perfect illustration of the inability
of Trinity students to distinguish
the minority student from the
"Park Street criminal type."
Trinity security, according to
Smith, is also guilty of this. She

said that she has fequently heard
reports of minority students being*
questioned by security and asked to
show identification. Director of
Security, Michael Schwieghoffer,
said that he has received no
complaints of this yet this year.
Smith attributed much of the
student paranoia to the "sheltered
prep school life they have lead."
She noted that most of the Trinity
community has had very little
contact with minorities and she
wishes to remind the white-population that "minority students have
basically the same aspirations as
whites and are forced to deal with
many of the same pressures."
As for the future of minorities at
Trinity, Smith said progress will
come, only if "we can make the
Trinity community aware of its
blatant ignorance, narrowmindedness and unawareness of the
problems of minority students.-"
She noted that it might be possible
to improve the situation by utilizing
Black and Hispanic community
leaders but she felt the best hope
lay in increasing the number of
minorities at Trinity.
Very few minorities entered
Trinity this year, a fact Smith
attributed to the low number of
minorities enrolled at this time,
She said she would like to see more
minorities recruited, especially .
from urban areas. She noted that
many of the minorities at Trinity
are from prep schools and are "not
aware of their blackness." Urban
minorities, Smith stated, are more
vocal about the problems they face
cont. on p. 5

Student
Dies
Richard Berger '83 died Sunday
afternoon at home. Berger was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Berger of 4 Banbury Lane in West
Hartford. He was a graduate of
William Hall High School. Funeral
services will be held today,

Fraternities Plan Greek Week
by Sharon Ann Simoni

' The new fraternity escort service
and the InterFraternity Council's
planned "Greek Week" dominated
discussion at the IFC meeting held
Tuesday, October 14.:_
The IFC set the week of November 10-15 as "Greek Week."
During this week, each fraternity
will be assigned oneday to do some
type of service for the community
or to raise money for a charitable
organization.
According to Alpha Chi Rho
(CROW), representative David
Smith, CROW plans to hold a
marathon basketball game ori their

assigned day during "Greek
Week." Smith explained that it will
be a twelve team round robin
tournament. Each team will collect
sponsors and there will probably be
a prize like a case of champagne for
the winners. Smith also suggested
the possibility of selling "Greek
Week" T-shirts at the game. Any
money collected throught his- tournament will be donated to a
half-way house with which one of
the brothers is currently affiliated.
According to IFC president Tom
Chase, Psi Upsilon (PSI U) , plans
to hold a "Big Brother, Big Sister
Playday1' on their assigned day.

Saint Anthony-Hall (St, A's), plans
to hold a first aid seminar and
possibly sponsor something for
UNICEF. Pi Kappa Alpha (PIKE),
and Alpha Delta Phi (At)), and still
making plans for events to be held
on their specified days.
Delta Kappa" Epsilon (DEKE),
according- to representative David
Giblin, plans to coordinate an IFC
concert or party at the end of the
week. This will be the only fraternity party since part of the idea
behind "Greek Week" is emphisizing the "unity" of Trinity's
fraternities.
corit. on p. 5
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Announcements
National P9R6
Conference

By Tom Hefferon

Information Study Abroad

Psychology Club

There will be a National PIRG
(Public Interest Research Group)
Conference on October 23-26 in
West Virginia. There will be
representatives
from
environmental, energy, and other
public interest organizations.
Activities will include films, talks,
workshops, and FUN!!! The cost
for the weekend (food and lodging)
is only $35!! For more information,
contact Jack Hale at 525-8312.

For all who are interested in
considering study abroad for next
term or in the future, there will be a
general information meeting in
Alumni Lounge on the following
dates and at the following times:
28 Oct. 1980 Tuesday 10:00 a,m,
5 Nov. 1980 Wednesday 11:00 a.m.
13 Nov. 1980 Thursday 10:00 a.m.
Please obtain the blue information sheet and four attachments
in the Office of Foreign Studey
Advising (Williams 109) if you have
riot already done so. Each of the
Labor's Troubadour
meetings listed above is identical to
the others; a student need only
'
A performance and talk entitled, attend one.
"Songs of Social Commentary" will
be given,by Joe Glazer on ThurPhysics Lecture
sday, October 30 at 7:30 p.m. in
Seabury 14 on the Trinity College All members of the Trinity Comcampus. The event is sponsored by munity are cordially invited to
Trinity's American 'Studies attend either or both of the lectures
program and is free and open to the annouced below.
public.
A lecture
THE AGE OFTHE UNIVERSE
Glazer, known as /"Labor's
to be delivered by
Troubadour," has been singing for
WILLIAM A. FOWLER
the past thirty years. His voice and
guitar have been heard in scores of
Institute Professor of Physics
picket lines and in union halls. He California Institute of Technology
:r
has performed at numerous labor
and :
' :
conventions, including the merger
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar
convention of the AFL-CIO in Thursday, October the 23rd, 1980
1955. He sang at the memorial
• •• 8:00 P . M .
i service tor Walter Reuther in
McCook Auditorium
Washington, at rallies with Cesar
Chavez,, and at the White House, on and a Colloquium
Labor Day, before 1000' labor THE CASE OF THE' MISSING
leaders.
SOLAR NEUTRINOS
Frinday, October 24, 1980
He is the composer of some well
2:00 p.m.
. Room 213
known labor songs, including The
McCook Math-Physics-Building
MM Was Made of Marble, Too a d
to Work, Automation, Fight That
Anti-Draft Rally"
| Line, The Ballad of Eugene Victor
Debs, among others. He it coThere will be a rally against
author of a book, SONGS OF registration and the draft October
WORK AND PROTEST, and is the 25 a! 12:00 in front of the Old State
subject of a documentary, SONGS House. The rally sponsored 'by
AND STORIES OF LABOR. Public Hartford Coalition against Registelevision has made two half-hour, tration and the Draft will consist of
programs of his songs and com- speakers and performances by
mentary.
persons such as Nancy Tucker and
For his performance at Trinity, the Protean Theater. Please come
Glazer will sing songs about labor, and express your support for'the
ecology, housing race and urban fight against registration and the
draft!
problems.
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Cooper Derides Quality of
Cajnpus Life at Trinity

i

What do you want the Psych
Club to do for you? With your
involvement we can accomplish
something useful. We are forming
committees: to bring in movies and
faculty lectures, to improve psychology related career counseling
information about internships,
graduate study and career opportunities. We also want to address
crucical issues that affect the
functioning of the Psychology, Department. With ydur creative ideas
and your active participation we
can get something done. If you are
interested, contact Nancy Chira,
246-5883 or box 65; or contact Lois
Ruderman. 246-8174 or box 342.

Legislative Internship
I am pleased to announce that
there will be a 1981 Trinity College
Legislative Internship Program.
We will be seeking students .from
all academic disciplines who wish •
to worjc for individual legislators ait
the Connecticut state legislature.
The 1981 .program will be full
time in the legislative interns will
receive four course credits and
work 40 hours per week for a.
legislator, plus attend a legislative
seminar, and complete a variety of
specific academic assignments.
Additional information may be
obtained from Mrs. Jan Willard,
Room 322, McCook,

INSTEP - London
On Friday, 24 October 1980, Mr.
Edward Mowatt, Director of the
Institute . for the Study' of
Economics and-Politics (INSTEP)
in London, England, will be at
Trinity to talk to students interested in this innovative, crossdisciplinary program of study. He
will be available in Alumni Lounge
beginning at 1:30 p.m. that day.
Students interested in public
policy, law, economics, political
science, sociology and related
areas are invited to attend ' and
learn about the opportunities
available through this new
program.

Topics discussed at the Faculty
Meeting on Tuesday, October 14,
were appointment of the student
Faculty Scholar, the FTE dispute,
and the quality of life on campus.
With the exception of the first
action, no substantial action was
taken on any issue.
Professor Sloan reported that the
three-person committee which
names the Faculty scholar had
settled on a choice for the 19801981 academic year. This award,
which comes in the form of a
tuition reduction amounting to a
free course, is awarded each year
to a member of the rising
sophomore class. Professor Sloan
noted that the selection is based on
academic excellance as well as a
demonstrated committment to the
"breadth of a liberal arts
education."' The winner of the
award for this year is Carol Baatz.
Professor Frank G. Kirkpatrick
then rose to give the report of the
Educational Policy Committee.
When asked, what was the status of
the Education Department FTE
dispute, a leftover from last year,
Kirkpatrick admitted that the
Adminsitration had not been in
substantial contact with him about
it.

administrators to follow the
progress of the committee." He
invited anyone who has any views
on the issue to submit then in
writing to the committee. There
were no questions on the matter
from the faculty present.
At the conclusion of old
business, under new business
Professor Cooper stood to address
the matter of the qiiality of life on
the campus. Declaring that
sloppiness of life style becomes j
contagious, he decried, among '
other things the excessive playing
of "wounded-animal noises" on
stereo systems which broadcasted
said noises across the quail for-the
purposes of competing with oftiw
animal noises on that opposite side,
Warning that the Visigoths and
Ostrogoths were taking control oi
the campus, he called on RAs to
maintain "a minimal level of public
decorum in the dormitories." He
expressed the wish that the Tripod,
WRTC-FM, and other campus
groups would take up the campaign
to address these problems.
, Cooper then moved on to a
related subject. With impeccable
and characteristic wit, he compared the basement of Mather
C-ampus Center, specifically the
area of the Post Office-bookstoregame room, to "Jhe Greyhound bus
station in East St. Louis; where one
can find everything but the bus."

Faculty Secretary J. Bard
McNulty pointed out that the
whole isslie of the missing* FTE was
currently "in negotiation," within' .,. Specifically, he drew attention to
the administration and the faculty. the sad state of the game room and
He reported that the Faculty the "cannibalistic noises that
Conference would most, likely emanated there from." Noting to
come up with "some sort of Karl and Margaret' Hallden had
recommendation" on the matter, initiated a game room many years
later in the year. The FTE dispute ago for "gentlemanly pursuits such
centers aro,und, the. cutback,( in. as bndjjlj,..-chess and backgamfaculty size "i&st, spiring, , \yhich, mon, $f|lii^iiiikfr^w4^^^
resulted in' the downgrading of that such a noisey "subcu/flfi**'
Education from a department ot a hangout" would be allowed,.at
program. The reallocation of a place like Trinity
tenured faculty member from that made things worse, hgwenion, was
department is what is still left in the fact that the room is all too
question.
often filled with non-Trinity
College students. These people are
The report of the Ad Hoc of the "younger subculture; those
Curriculum review Committee who are too young to get into the
was given by its chairman Professor pinball machine is." He concluded
Painter. He emphasized several binball machine is." He concluded
times that the minutes of all of the with the suggestion that someone
committee's meetings are on closed do something and come up with a
. reserve at the library, to enable plan that would work, specifically,
"students, .faculty members and "one that didn't require funding."
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Class Agents Gather
for Weekend of Work
seen uy me ract that John Kelly '34
has decided that the Class of 1934
will win back the 1934 Trophy Kelly has won the trophy fpr the
last three years.
•

phot by John Lester

Class Agents meet to discuss the 1980-81 Alumni fond drive.

SGA Considers Pomeroy
Amendment to Institute Veto
By Joseph McAleer
Voting on the Pomeroy
Amendment highlighted" the
October 14 meeting of the Student
Government Association (SGA),
This was the last SGA meeting
before the at-large elections of
President and Vice President on
October 17.
As the meeting was called to
order, SGA President Mike Reiner
that the notebook
S the minutes had been
lost once again. ^Therefore, the
approval of the minutes could not
take place. Reiner also revealed
that Claudia Piper had resigned as
SGA Secretary. Anne Collins was
elected to take her place.
During the committee reports,
the SAGA and Housing Committees announced that meetings
will be held after Open Period.
Sandy Smith stated that the
Constitution Committee will stop
all funding to the committees and
organizations, and that these
groups must come to the Constitution Committee individually to
have the Constitution Committee
individually to have the constitution reviewed.
- According to Nelson Toner, the
Budget Committee will hold its
meetings on Monday evenings at
10:00 p.m. He announced that
eight budget requests have already
been granted. Finally, the Steering
Committee stated that it will meet
in the. near future.
v*\* '
'•** Among old business, Wendy
Farnham and Carolyn Ginsburgh
volunteered to be the qo-editors of
the SGA Course Evaluations, and
,oi
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will be assisted by Sandy Smith. In
addition, a Book Exchange
Committee was formed, to continue the success of this year's
drive. Volunteers included... Lyn
Snodgrass, Carolyn Ginsburgh,
Claudia Piper, Tina Tricarichi, and
Matt Carey.
The final order of business
concerned the voting on the
Pomeroy Amendment. This is a
four-fold Amendment, designed to
"strengthen the ' positions of
President and Vice-President,"
according to its creator, Jim
Pomeroy. With the introduction of
at-large presidential and vicepresidential elections this year, the
new SGA President has "a mandate
from the people" to carry out his
promises, Pomeroy urged. He
stated that the approval of the
Pomeroy Amendments would
enable the new leader to do just
that.
'
This first part of the Pomeroy
Amendment to be discussed involved the power of the
SGA President to appoint, with the
approval of the Vice-President,
SGA members of committees and
offices, in place of elections.
Nominations would still be taken,
Pomeroy noted, but the President
would make the final choice. He
urged that this "is one good way of
getting the president and the first
vice-president to work together."
Tom Hefferon stated he would
rather see representatives'"elected
than appointed," and noted that
the President "wouldn't have the
access as to who the student body
wants to be on" the committees
and organizations. Part one of the
Pomeroy Amendment failed to
pass with a two-thirds majority.

presidential veto, and would
stimulate further discussion. Matt
Carey seconded this point, stating
that a veto "will give you a little
motivating power" if it were
controversial. With 26 in favor, 4
opposed, and 2 in abstention, this
part of the amendment was approved.
The third part of the Pomeroy
Amendment was by far the most
controversial. Revised by the
meeting the amendment proposed
that the President have the right to
censure any member of the SGA
subject to the overrule by a
majority of the SGA membership.
A presidential veto could not
change the overrule by a majority.
Lyn Snodgrass was in favor of
the amendment, but stated that it
"has a lot of kinks in it." Faraj
Saghri echoed- this point by
asking, "What are the mechanics of
it?" He recommended that the
SGA member to be censured
should be allowed to leave the
room, before discussions of his
censure would begin. Jim Pomeroy
favored this, so long as the SGA
member would retain the power to
speak for himself. He also
reminded the meeting that a
censure is simply "a verbal
chastisement," and not a
displacement,
as
many
representatives felt. Finally, John
Lemonick felt this amendment
would "get rid of the dead driftwood" in the SGA and "make us
a more efficient body.

The weekend of the 26th of
September brought more than
forty alumni back to the Trinity
campus for the third annual Class
Agents Weekend. According to
For the 1979-1980 year, the Class
Frank Sherman, Director of Agents raised $512,769 of a
Annual Giving, the weekend was a projected $460,000 for the Annual
big success for the,Class Agents,' Trinity Fund Drive. This year the
who are the principle interface total goal for the Alumni is
with the Alumni for the yearly fund .. $570,000 which will help bridge the
drive. Sherman noted that the "gap" in the-operating costs of the
Agents had a good time during the College, said.Sherman. Sherman
two day get-together.
described this "gap" as the amount
According to Sherman, the of the difference in tuition and fees
weekend serves two main purposes and the real cost of a Trinity
- to award those Agents who have education. This year's "gap" is set
done an outstanding job in the at $2,465 per student for the
previous fund drive, and to kick off academic year.
the new Alumni Fund Drive.
According to Sherman, the
Agents are a group of faithful
This year's conference was alumni who put much time and
highlighted by a Friday evening effort into the yearly drive. The
Reception and Dinner honoring Agents serve a minimum term of
the Class Agents. They gathered two or three years, but several
for a time of reminiscing (Dr. alumni have volunteered for upGeorge Cooper, Professor of wards of thirty or more years.
History and Secretary of the Without the dedicated alumni such
College, presented a nostalgic as these Agents, the cost of a
speech of his "Forty Years Along Trinity education would comthe
Long
Walk")
and pletely skyrocket through the roof,
congratulating themselves for a job noted Sherman.
well done, said Sherman.
Said Sherman, without the Class
Sherman stated that Bernard Agents, the Alumni Fund would'
Dignam and his loyal Bantams never: succeed, and the Class
from the_C lass of 1930 won the Agents Weekend is the College's
1934 Trophy for "the class with the way of thanking them for a job well
best; percentage of'donations done, and then preparing them for
combined with the greatest amount another year of raising money for
of dollars pledged." Dignam also Trinity.
won four of the seven awards given
that evening. The 1916 Trophy for
Sherman explained that the
the class out of Trinity ten years or
less with the best
per- fundraising for the Alumni Fund is
centage/1 dollar pledge went carried out on a personal level
jointly to the Classes of 1970 and .through the Class Agents and the
annual December Phon-o-thon,
1971.
during which time students contact
every alumnus by phone in a
According to Sherman,"' the massive fund drive. (Any student
awards help promote friendly who ••; would _be interested In
competition between the classes spending some time on this project •
and generate a greater response in should contact Sherman at extension 462.)
giving. Noted Sherman, this can be

The third part of the Pomeroy
Amendment failed to garner a two- i
thirds majority, and was defeated, -g
The fourth part of the amendment f
in the series which is directly K
related to the first part of the &
amendment, will be discussed at I
this evening's SGA meeting, a
Janie Spielman speaks of "Zimbawe: The Revolution and its impact
pending resubmission of his first
on Black Liberation and Women's Struggles" last Tuesday. The
proposal for further discussion.
event was co-sponsored by the Women's Center and TCBWO.

The second part of the amendment proposed that the President
be granted the power of • veto
concerning any measure. This veto
could be overruled by a two-thirds
majority of the membership. Faraj
Saghri felt that approval of this
amendment was "a good idea," and
that it would, not create "an im"A Free and Independent Zimperial presidency," as some would
fear. Anne Collins, however, felt babwe" was the topic of a slide
that this measure would "give the show and a discussion on Tuesday
night, October 14 in the McCook
President far too much powef."
Auditorium. Led by Janet Spielman
Sandy Smith, citing the "wishy- and Judy Jensen, the vein of their
washiness"
of
the* SGA presentation revolved around the
representatives at times, favored black victory in Zimbabwe over
the veto power, for it would make U.S. imperialism and white suppeople think again" about such remacy. In addition, they pointed
measures that
merited a out the important and crucial role

Zimbabwe's Freedom for Women Discussed
which women played in the liberation of their own country. This
lecture was sponsored by the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks and the
Women's Center.
"Reconstruction means reversal,
tearing, and transforming the social system; socialism means people's needs will be met and that
women will be free," said Spielman. She also pointed out that "It

is important for us to realize the
impact of this struggle and this
victory on our country."
The two women essentially outlined a short history of the movement and then went on to show
what repercussions and changes
had occured in Zimbabwe since the
Zanu party came to power and
cent, on p. 4
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Black College Marchers Boo Candidates OffStage
College Press Service

Department
of Education's
desegregation policy is weakening
black colleges."
Black
colleges,
founded
primarily
because
of the
segregationist policies of traditionally-white universities, have fallen
on hard times since campus racial
barriers were breached, and
federal desegregation efforts^
became effective.
To force resistant white schools
to admit black students, the federal
government looked for "legallydefensible means of determining
when de facto segregation existed,"
says Drew S. Days of the Department of Justice. The'government,
he says, decided to look for
"duplication of programs within
certain geographic or demographic
areas" as evidence of segregation.
~ But the government has in some
cases solved the problem by
merging the smaller, black institutions with the larger, white
ones. As part of the same policy,
the remaining black schools have
been getting fewer and fewer
federal support dollars.
In a recent report, the Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB)
predicted that current - federal
desegregation guidelines, issued in
1977, will effectively force the
transfer of wealthier black students
to predominantly-white colleges.
That will leave black institutions,
already strapped for cash and other
educational resources, with
students less able to pay tuition and
with relatively-spare curricula.
Critics add that the need for
predominantly-black
colleges
remains.
Reagan also "invited me on his
"About 30 percent of all black
plane and, in a statement endorsing students go to black colleges and
the event (Black Colleges Day), he universities," Tony Brown points
came out the strongest. He was the -out, "yet (the schools) graduate
only one to talk about how the more than 50 percent of, the
SU officials denied the charges
of coercion.
Reagan wasn't the only target
when the 20,000 gathered in the
capital to, in the demonstration's
organizers' words, "force the
candidates to deal with the issue of
black colleges."
The booing and catcalls were so
loud, says organizer Tony Brown,
that the gathering's purpose was
lost. "All the speakers had^specific
plans about what their candidate
would do for black colleges,"
Brown says, "but I don't think
anybody heard them."
Brown, a New York television
performer, says the speakers were
booed because "the crowd was
disappointed that the candidates
themselves didn't show up."
Curtis Pittman, director of the
U.S. Student Association's Third
World Caucus, explained the
booing of Undersecretary of
Education Steven Mititer in more
political terms. "People are real
frustrated with what's going on in
the Carter administration."
Anderson's surrogate at the rally,
Michael Jones, was abused because
"Anderson began too late in the
campaign to articulate his concern
for black colleges," says Luther
Brown, director of the National
Organization of Black University
and College Students (NORBUCS).
Regarding Reagan, according to
Tony Brown and other observers, is
probably making the most persistent appeals to black students.
"He was the only candidate who
wanted the briefing on black
colleges that we offered all three,"
Brown relates.
.

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS — Just
a week after demonstrating their
antipathy toward Ronald Reagan's
candidacy,
black
students
congregated in Washington, D.C.
to express dissatisfaction with all
three major- presidential candidates. The expressions came in
spite of Reagan's purposeful
wooing of the black student vote,
and despite the other two candidates' efforts to make aid to
traditionally-black colleges a major
campaign issue.
Some 20,000 students for alt 107
traditionally-black colleges came
to Washington Sept. 30 to participate in what was billed as the
first annual Black Colleges Day.
The
crowd
lustily
booed
representatives of the three
candidates.
That's the way it's been going
this fall, as black students have
Organized themselves as never
before to try to swing candidates
toward greater support of black
colleges. Candidates are in fact
responding. But • even their
repeated resolutions to comply
with the students' wishes seem to
have failed to dissipate years of
accumulated resentment of the
• way federal policy has corroded
traditionally-black institutions.
For example, the week before
the Washington rally,, about. 200
Southern University students
physically blocked the path of SU
band members on their way to play
at a Reagan rally at Lousiana State.
Through Reagan subsequently
; promised to modify certain issues,
the crowd carried , anti-Reagan
signs and suggested that some band
members had been pressured to
play at the rally, to which they were
finally escorted by Baton Rouge
police.
.
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Addressers wanted immediately!
Work at home - nou experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write: National Service
9041 Mansfield. Suite 2004
Shreveport, La. 7111$

Wharton

University of Pennsylvania

The Wharton School is currently engaged in a year long celebration of its
.centennial, having b.een founded by Joseph Wharton in 1881. During
Wharton's first one-hundred years, over80 peoplefrom, Trinity have
attended the MBA program, and have gone on to positions of prominence
and prestige throughout the world.

country's black graudates. Seven
out of ten blacks who go to
predominantly-white colleges don't
graduate."
Most of the speakers at Black
Colleges Day — Dick Gregory,
congressmen Charles Rangel and
Walter Fauntroy, and Dr. Elias
Blake of Clark College in Atlanta,
among others — urged greater
federal support of the institutions.

Besides speakers, the students
were treated to a Miss Black
College pageant and a marching
band competition.
"I don't think it was good politics
in terms of impressing the
Congress and President Carter,"
Pittman reflects. He also decried
the rally sponsorship of Pepsi Cola
which
does
business
in'
segregationist South Africa.
Tony Brown exploded a t
President Carter's response to
such requests hasn't been enough, suggestions that the beauty contest
they said. In August, Carter issued and marching bands were
an executive order requiring all "frivolous."
"In black colleges," he says,
federal agencies to set higher goals
for funding the black schools. The "having a queen is just as important
order, opined United Negro as having a physics department.
College Fund official Niles White, And marching bands are one of
"will go a long way toward putting black colleges' greatest traditions."
teeth in" a January 1978 Carter
directive which, many black
educators claimed, had been
ineffective.
cont. bom p . 3
Carter's August executive order
Mugabe took control of governcame, of course, as the campaign
ment.
Was heating up, and just a month
An interesting factor Jensen
after Meldon Hollis,_the adpointed out was that the "free and
ministration's director of black
open election which put the Zanu
college affairs, resigned.
party in power were not what the
Hollis had called Carter's
British government reputed them
support of black colleges a "public
to be. She showed pictures of
relations gimmick."
tanks, soldiers with guns and told
stories of efforts to subvert the
The president's attempt to "put
success of the elections for the
teeth
into"
his
funding
Zimbabwe people.
requirements hadn't impressed
black student spokespeople at the
In general, the tone of the lecture
Washington rally.
.was optimistic, although they were
careful to' note how white supThe executive order/ says
remacy in the world corrodes and
NORBUCS' Luther Brown, hasn't
corrupts society. They also stressed
stanced black colleges' losses. He
that Zimbabwe and its surrounding
says federal aid to black schools
countries will never be totally free
has slipped from 5.2 percent of the
until all the African nations have
total federal education budget
the rightful supremacy of the black
during President Ford's last year to
majority.
4.6 percent in Carter's first year, to
Jensen also said, "Zimbabwe
a current 4.1 percent.
.. will never be liberated ^thout the
Students were angry about tfie
liberation of women—part o]
Black Colleges Day rally itself, as
campaign is to build their polii
well as the candidates. Many
support and participation-1^"'''
objected to what Pittman calls "a
socialist party in Zffnbabwe is
partying:type"
atmosphere
trying to promote these causes, she
established by some of organizer
said, and considers themselves and
Brown's entertainment.
unallied movement.

Zimbabwe

ACCUMAIL PRESORT INC.
682 Prospect Ave.
•

Parttime, Days or Evenings
e Flexible Hours
® First-class Mail Sorting
Call 236-2585, 8-5,Ask for Lisa

E-6 Ektachrome
Processing in
Two Hours
Highest Quality
Cibachrome Prints
from Your Slides
and Transparencies

j

On October 27,1980, Mr. John Flowers, from the Graduate Admissions
Office, will be on campus to meet with those students who are interested in
learning more about Wharton's MBA and MS in Accounting programs. . ;"

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
CHARLES

Alt students, regardless of their undergraduate major, are invited to attend
informal group sessions during which admission, financial aid, curriculum,
and placement will be discussed. To obtain further-information, please
contact your placement center.

I

PHOTOGRAPHY, INC.
150 Huyshope Avenue, Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 246-7491
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Parent Loan Program Instituted
For Financial Aid Students

IFC Meeting

photo by Chris Stanson

IFC Imposes Dues
cpnt. from p. 1
The new fraternity escort system
is working very Well, the IFC
members agreed. They went on to
discuss the possibility of having
escorts every half hour and starting
at 9:00 rather than 7:00. The
members thought a large sign
explaining to students how the
system worked and where t,p meet
would also be a good idea. The
' members also discussed the possibility of reserved desks for the
escorters.
Tom Chase asked the IFC members to get their IFC budget'checks
in1 soon. He explained (hat this year
the dues are one dollar per fraternity member. He went on to state
that the school will match only four
hundred dollars, of their collected
'budget rather than the expected
five hundred. Chase also stated

The next IFC meeting will be
-.October 28, at 9:30 p.,. in Alumni
Lounge.

For those students participating "Parent Loan Program" allows
in the program before January, the parents to receive a bank loan for
only change is that the maximum their children's education at a
amount they can; borrow will in- lower than usual interest rate. They
crease to $12,500.; Those students may borrow up to $3000 per year at
who take out their first loan after a nine percent interest rate, and
January must repay at a nine must begin repayment sixty days
percent interest rate, with the first after borrowing. The combined
installment required six months yearly total of the parent and
after graduation. The $5000 in- student loans may not exceed
crease from. $7500 to a $12,500 either the cost of the education or
maximum applies to all students, the sum of $5500. For students on
.whether or.not they will have taken financial aid,. the cost of the
out a loan before Janauary. It will education is considered to be the
enable them to, borrow the . amount that they must pay after
maximum yearly amount of $2500 .receiving financial aid.
during all four years of college plus
Students desiring further inone year of graduate school.
. formation about any of these
Zartarian also noted that the new programs can contact the Office of
program for parents, called the Financial Aid or a major bank.

TCB Attacks Security Alert Wording
cont. from p. 1
and this is why Trinity is reluctant
to admit them.
David Winer, Dean of Students
and a recipient of the TCB letter,
said the College is very much in
favor'of increased minority enrollment. He said that approximately
80 minorities were accepted but
only 16 enrolled, possibly because
of a lack of minority students,
faculty or a black studies program.
Winer acknowledges the seriousness of the problem and he points
out thai admissions is making a*
genuine effort to find minority
applicants-. Also, minority faculty
applicants are hired whenever pos-

EARN EXTRA MONEY
At
G. FOX & COMPANY

h
i

that their is "no real restrictions"
on the money but that they must
obtain receipts for everything.
Dave Gibliri stated that DEKE
should have "no problem" paying
their dues, even with their current
financial status.
Matt Pace of AD wanted the IFC
to invite Wayne Asmus to the next
meeting to show Asmus that their
meetings are running smoothly.
Chase explained that he thinks that
some people have ' gotten the
"wrong idea" about the situation
with Asmus. He stated thaf\the IFC
doesn't want to shut him off, and
thai Asmus is an "important link"
to the administation but that the
IFC doesn't feel as uncomfortable
as when he's around.

by Nancy Funk
Congress has just passed a
regulation designed to help
students better meet the cost of a
college education. Becoming
effective January, 1981, this
regulation both improves the
existing student loan program and
creates a parent loan program.
According to Anne Zartarian,
Assistant Director of Financial
Aid, the existing Guaranteed
Student Loan Program allows
college students to borrow from up
to $2500 per year, not exceeding a
total of $7500 throughout the
course of their education. The loan
must be repaid with seven percent
interest, the first installment
required nine months after
graduation.

sible. He noted that the college is
searching for an Asistant Dean of
Students and he hopes the roll
will be filled by a black woman.
But, he said, no black student
would be accepted nor faculty
member hired simply because they
are members of a minority group v
These candidates must be just as
qualified as anyone else, Winer
said,
Winer admits that while Trinity
students frequently fail to "reach
out and diversify" he doesn!t
believe there is actually any "overt
racial tension present." He said
what Trinity and other institutions

Steak'nEggKltcheii

Things

See how your free time fits into our needs. Earn
extra money and get a discount on most purchases.
Opportunities in sales, stock and clerical.
.. '

PLAY THE
FOOTBALL QUIZ AT

NEW

Interviews on Campus, Tuesday, October 28

:•' \ V

suffer is a generallack of sensitivity toward groups that differ
from the majority. Winer cited
Eros, "the Trinity College organization for gays lesbians and questioning students" as an example of
a group that faces this problem.
With regard to the minorities,
Winer sees the probem as particularly difficult because it centers
on attitudes which form long before
the student reaches Trintiy. He
said that laws often fail to eliminate
years of prejudice and it is unrealistic to assume Trinity can do the
same, but, he aDDED* Trinity
" must try just the same.

Out of Print LP's
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Fowler to Lecture on Universe
and the Missing Solar Neutrinos
William A. Fowler, Institute
Professor of Physics at the
California Institute of Technology
and Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
Scholar will deliver a lecture on the
"Age of the Universe" at 8:00 p.m.
in McCook Auditorium on
Thursday, October 23.
He will also deliver a colloquium
on "The Case of the Missing Solar
Neutrinos" on Friday, October 24,
at 2:00 p.m.- in McCook room 213.
The Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
Scholar Program was begun in 1956
to enable undergraduates to meet
and talk with outstanding men and
women in a variety of disciplines.
Under this program sponsored by
the United Chapters, a Scholar
spends two days at universities and
colleges that shelter Phr Beta
Kappa chapters, taking full part in
' the academic life of the institution,
During the stay, the Visiting
Scholar meets students and faculty
in a variety of formal and informal
sessions, which usually include
classroom discussions, seminars,
' and one public lecture. One
hundred nationwide visits have
been scheduled for 1980-1981.
: Since 1936, William A. Fowler
has been a member of the faculty at
the California Institute of
Technology, and in 1970 he was

appointed its first Institute
Professor of Physics. He was a
Guggenheim fellow and a Fulbright
lecturer at the Cavendish
Laboratory,
Cambriddge
University, England, and a visiting
fellow of the Institute of
Theoretical Astronomy. He has
served as a delegate to numerous
international conferences on
astronomy, nuclear physics,
astrophysics and cosmology.
Professor Fowler is a fellow of
the American Physical Society, of
which he was president in 1976, of
the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, and of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Arts. He is
a member of the National
Academy of Sciences, the
American Philosophical Society, .
the-International Astronomical
Union, the American Astronomical
Society, the Astronomical Society
of the Pacific, and the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science. He is an honorary
member of the Mark Twain Society
and a corresponding member of
the Societe Royale des Sciences de
Liege.

Professor Fowler has served as a
member of the National Science
Board of the National Science
Foundation, and as chairman of the
Nuclear
Science
Advisory
Committee of the National Science
Foundation/ Department
of
Energy. His awards include the
Naval Ordinance Development
Award, United States Namy; the
U.S. Medal for Merit1 Lamme
Medal, Ohio State University;
Liege Medal, University of Liege;
California Co-Scientist of the
Year; Barnard Medal ' for
Meritorious Service to ' Science,
Columbia University; Apollo
Achievement Award.NASA; Tom
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W. Banner Prize, /American
Physical' Society; G. Unger
Vetlesen
Prize,
Columbia
University;.U.S. National Medal of
Science; Eddington Medal, Royal
Astronomical Society; Bruce Gold
Medal, Astronomical Society of
the Pacific. He^has written more
than 200 articles on studies of
nuclear forces and reaction rates,
nuclear spectroscopy, the structure
of light nuclei, nucleosynthesis,
thermonuclear sources of stellar
energy, and general relativistic
effects in quasars and pulsars.
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PREPARE FOR

ROBERT FROST
HANDBOOK
famr.s I.. Puller

Announcing the
Publication of
Robert Frost
Handbook
Faculty, staff and
students are invited to
attend a reception for
Professor Potter
in the bookstore
Thursday, Oct. 23rd
3:30 until 5:00
ThcPennsylvania Stale
University Press . 14.95
Available at
Follett's Trinity College Bookstore
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Low hourly cost. Dedicated fullVoluminous home-study materials
time staff,
-.
constantly updated by researchComplete TEST-n-.TAPf^facilities
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• Sm^ll classes 'taught by skilled'
instructors.
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AFES-La Lutes AH Pasta Lovers
by Pam Wilton and
MkhelePagnotta
When most people think Italian,
they think Franklin Avenue. Yet,
for those of us here at Trinity who
don't have access to a car, there is
an alternative within . walking
distance. AL-DI-LA at- 1 New
Britain Avenue is a gastronomical
delight for all gourmet patrons.
As we entered the restaurant, we
,w,e;re greeted by Elaine, our
• ''waitress, and were seated in one. of
the two dining rooms. Then, we
were presented with therestaurant's extensive menu of
Italian c u i s i n e . - ~*

pasta, and a special section of oldtime favorites. Feeling somewhat
conservative, we decided to try a.
few of the more traditional Italian
dishes. Michele, our vegetarian
connisseur, chose- to sample the
Eggplant Parmigiana. ($4.95).
Served hot, it was smothered in
provolone and mozzarella cheese
and was served in a rich tomato
sauce. Unfortunately, the sauce •
was a bit too sweet for Michele's
tastes and lacked the pizazz which
one might expect from Italian
cuisine.

Pam, on the other hand, decided
on one of the pasta dishes - homeFrom the wide range^ of ap- style lasagna (5.25). Although it
petizers available, we chose the doesn't compare to the sicilianfromage in carazza -($2.50) batter- style Italian. Lasagna, it was far
dipped cheese which was deep superior to most, lasagna served in
fried to perfection and had been the Hartford area. Filled with
rolled in .various herbs and spices. Italian sausage and cheese/it was a
Served piping hot, this hors unique twist to typical Italian
lasagna.
d'oeuvre was unusually tasty.
All entrees are . served ' with
The rest of the menu included
the standard Italian fard, offering piping hot garlic bread, and a
selections of veal, seafood, poultry, house salad, or soup, juice, pasta

An MBA degree can build on '
any undergraduate major to
prepare you lor a meaningful
career in business, industry or'
not-for-profit organizations.
The MBA may be the most
relevant professional training
for your career.
Meet a representative of the
Washington University MBA
Program.
Assoc. Dean Glenn Detrick
will be on campus to talk with
interested students.
p g t o . October 27, 1980
Please call the Placement
Office for an appointment.
Whether you plan to pursue
an MBA directly after
graduation or would like to
work first before attending
business school, take this
opportunity to learn about
W_ashington University.
Washington University
• encourages a.nd gives.lull
consideration to applicants
for admission and financial
aid without respect to sex",
race handicap color creed,
or national origin. University
policies and programs are
nondiscnminatory.

or a vegetable. Both of us had
the tossed salad with a rich Italian
house dressing.
In our opinion, the food was
complimented by the quiet atmosphere and the tasteful Italian
decor that pervaded the restaurant.
Although the two dining rooms are
small, the tables have been
arranged in such a manner that an
aura of spaciousness and privacy
are preserved. This atmosphere
was complimented by the' quiet
background music and fresh
flowers on the tables. The neighborhood quality was reniforced by
the friendliness of our waitress,
Elaine, and the owner and
manager, Ann Tabor.
A few things to note: Prices are
moderate to high, the dress is
casual to nice, and reservations are
requested. The hours vary. Mon.Thurs. 11:30 AM-10:00 PM; Fri.Sat. 11:30 AM-10;30 PM. The
restaurant is closed on Sundays.
For reservations and information
don't hesitate to call 246-5970.'

The internationally known poet
Lawrence Ferlinghetti will read
from his, works at Trinity College
on Friday, October 24 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Washington Room of MatherCampus Centejr. The even t is
sponsored by;'Real Arts Ways and
the Trinity College Poetry Center;
Admission is $3.00. The public is
invited to attend.
Ferlinghettis' book of poems," A
CONEY ISLAND OF THE. MIND,
is one of the best-selling collections
of our time, now in its twenty-third
printing. He is the author of eleven
other books, including a novel,
HER (1960); two collections of
plays for the unconventional
theater, ROUTINES and UNFAIR
ARGUMENTS
WITH
EXISTENCE; his travel novel,
THE MEXICAN NIGHT; a
political tyrade, fYRANNUS NIX
(which was published in 1969 and
updated in 1972 with a "Watergate
Rap"); and the
following
collections of poetry: STARTING
FROM SAN FRANCISCO (I960;

THE SECRET'.- MEANING OF
THINGS' (I9&):- ;BACK ROADS
TO FAR. PfAGES (1971); OPEN
EYE, OPEiNL'HEART (1973); WHQ
ARE WEwNOW (1976) and
LANDSCAPES OF LIVING AND
DYING (1979).
Popular here and abroad,
Ferlinghetti has read from his
works at the Spoleto Festival, the
Berlin Literary Colloquium, and
the Royal Albert Hall in London.
He will read in Paris and Avignon
as a guest of the French government in the summer of 1980. He
won the international literary
prize, Pretnio Internazionale 'de
poesie Etna-Taormina, in 1968.
A native of New York, and a
graduate of the University of North
Carolina,- with a master's from
Columbia/University, Ferlinghetti
is the founder of the Pocket Poets
Series, which has included works
by William Carlow Williams, Allen
Ginsbuerg, Kenneth Patchen,
Kenneth Rexroth, and, Antonin
Artaud, among others. '

Equal Chance; Unequal Struggle

WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
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Graduate
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Film Preview
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by Laura Roulet
Film reviews in the Tripod have
always seemed a bit- superfluous to
me. No one reads them; and by the
time the article comes out, the film
in review has already left
Cinestudio, so no one can see it
anymore anyway. Thus I have
written a preview (though still a
re-view), so keep reading!
From October 26-28, Cinestudio
will be showing "My Brilliant
Career," an Australian "woman's"
film directed by Gillian Armstrong-

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS

REVIEW PROGRAMS

Call for Amity's free brochure
on the exam of interest to
you:

Fortunately Trinity men are liberal this rOle with much enthusiasm.
and open-minded enough not tp
Though the drama is set at the
he immediately turned off by the turn of the century, Sybylla seems
slightest mention of feminism, very modern in her defiance of
because this film should appeal to social convention and her station in
any/ every sex, if given a fair life. At age 18, she is rather startled
chance.
to realize that she has been raised
Primarily "My Brilliant Career" for marriage and child-rearing
deals with the problem most of us only. Her defiance of this fate is
are currently struggling with, incomprensible and inadmissible to
namely, what to do with our lives? her parents, who send her off first
The heroine, Hybylla, really has no 'to live with a wealthy aunt and then
career, but she has talent, am- to do a brief, comical teaching
bition, spirit, and a powerful dream stint. Nevertheless,'" her deterof escaping her poor, gritty home initiation to be a writer continues,
in_the outback.. Judy Davis plays
cont. on p.

219 New Britain Ave. Hartford, Conn.
John W. Dulka, Prop.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)

800-243-4767
NCT..1 800 922-4635

^ _

PENTAGON

U K ^ ACTION
November 16 & 17_ Washington, D.C.
We tall on women to gather in Washington, D.C. on
November 16 & 17 to express our outrage. Our lives are
.in-danger. Our cities are devastated. Our hospitals are
closed. Plants are closing.- Black & Latino youths are
without work. Meanwhile, the Pentagon consumes $500
million a day to build an arsenal of weapons which
endanger us more,each day. We recognize the connection between the violence of the Pentagon an.d the
violence in women's daily lives.
Sunday—Women's GatheringJo share our political concerns, cultural experiences & work skills.
Monday—Demonstration at the Pentagon, including
nonviolent civil disobedience.
': PLEASE JOIN US! \
For More Information, Contact
Women's Pentagon Action
29 West 21 Street, New York, N.V'-10010
(212)242-3270

Get into
TELEVISION.
Behind the scenes is where the
action is at the CPTV Auction. if you're
energetic, dedicated and versatile, there's
a volunteer job for you making this year's
CPTV Auction a success. There are desk.
. jobs, inside jobs, outside jobs, physical
jobs and thinking jobs. Volunteer today.
Write CPTV Auction, 24 Summit Street,
Hartford, CT 06106 or call 278-5310
or 249-7769,

CPTV

UCTION,
MAKE OUR HOUSE YOUR HOUSE
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Editor

Letters
Beer , Pizza and Manyana
by Sandy Smith
running around being themselves,
Trinity, the land of beer, pizza Trinity itself seems lacking in a
and manyana, and people who are" -very important aspect cohesiveproud of that image, seems to me ness. There seems to be a
to have taken • on a new noticeable lack of support for
characteristic - that of ; in- school-oriented activities. Instead
dividualism.
%•
of vgetting' behind anything here,
It's really nothing new,'it just .the more prevalent characteristic
never really been so predominant/*-; seems to be to knock things.
or maybe I just never noticed wit's Nowhere is it.written that people
really great that Trinity provides must rag on everying - Nowhere
such an atmosphere in which that I've looked, anyway.
everyone can relax -and b e ; .;, Instead of always thinking of
themselves, and do what they ill .ourselves first, maybe we could
want to do, when they all want to think of others once in a while.
do it, but has anyone considered Before you crank your stereo, just
that this in itself may also be one of take one minute to consider how
its largest drawbacks? I don't want your neighbor likes to study,
to be mistaken for meaning that we listening to your stereo, and how
should'
all
be
somehow great you feel when they oblige you
homogenous, but I do mean,' in the same manner the next night.
however, that while everyone is And, the next time you complain

about other people's
think of your own.

Reagan's Gaffes
attitudes,

Oh, and while you're at it, try
going to another school, and
considering how much school spirit
that they have.
All that I am asking, is that we all
try to hang together, as a school,
and not just break down into a
large group of individuals. Trinity
has a lot to offer, if your care to
look for it, and stop complaining
about things that you know-nothing
about.
Take a little bit of time, and
make Trinity a school, where
people care about others, not just
some place to spend four years of
your life.

SIR
I would like to take issue with a
point that David Gurliacci made in
his criticism (10-7-80) of Kate
Meyers'
commentary. M r .
Gurliacci stated, "...It really isn't
worth all the fuss and bother that
Miss Meyers lavishes upon Mr.
Reagan's pot shots into Liberal
Sensibility. He certainly ought to
be criticized for putting his foot in
his mouth; but then, one ought not
to judge his positions by his casual
comments." On the contrary, one
would be perfectly justified in
assessing Mr. Reagan's positions
with his remarks in mind.
" Mr. Reagan's gaffes indicate his
egregious lack of thought before
speaking. Anyone under continuous public scrutiny cannot
make "casual comments." Obviously, at least Mr. Reagan's
campaign managers realize that
because they placed him under
virtual house arrest after his most
recent series of verbal blunders.
One readily can imagine the serious repercussions such indiscretion might have if Mr.
Reagan were elected. Analyzing his
thoughtless utterances further, one
might question whether M r .
Reagan is,, in fact, capable of
thinking for himself, (I.e., without

the aid of his speech writers). O
does he simply not possess a quick
mind and therefore, must
deliberate longer before being able
to formulate answers which
accurately express his opinions?
If the former were true, Mr,
Reagan
would
be totally
unqualified for the presidency and
therefore, the American people
would have ..been, dupedflmuch
more so than,they probably ate,
Perhaps the latter case .better
assesses Mr. Reagan. If he were
cognizant of his limitations and
would appoint strong advisors to
whom he would listen, then he
might be able to make the quick
decisions that a president often is
called upon to make. On the other
hand, if Mr. Reagan believes in his
own powers of judgement in the
way that M r . Carter does,
problems w o u l d ' arise. Mr.
Reagan's gaffes are ample evidence
of his reactions to being put on the
spot.
In summary, the words of public
figures are heavily weighted.
Therefore, Mr. Reagan should be
circumspect in his speaking or he
will risk having the scales tipped
with his very words.
Barbara S. Scholl.

r

Poof Review
BROTHER 15 A QUIET, RETIRED LOS ANfiELES AD MAN, SIR... WHY DO YOU ASK?"

Election day is fast approaching. The Tripod
welcomes reader commentaries on any aspect of the
campaign. Whether you want to write about candidates, issues or the way our electoral system works
the deadline is noon on Sunday. All submissions must
be typed and double spaced.
•••••••*•••*•*••**•••••*************
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I w.buia like to respond to MsV
Rachel Mann's critique of The
Club, which was performed from
Oct. 9-14 and will be performed
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1, which appeared
in the Oct. 14 edition of the Tripod.

Destructive
Malice

I don't feel that The Club is a
"mediocre" piece. I'm sure the
points that Eve Merriam wants to
get across to those who view it
reach the majority.of the viewers,
In my mind, this makes The Club a
success in its objectives.
I did not like Ms. Mann's
To the Editor:
comment that some musical pieces
Free university has been an
"slightly redeemed the cast's
• example of what good innovative musical performance." With the
thinking can create at Trinity. This
possible exception of Ms. Sutter,
year, with one exception, the
the Voices, of the cast were very
.courses are again offered with
well suited to the performance. Ms.
constructive and positive inSutter's voice is not 'bad, it just
tentions.
does not carry very well. In
response to Ms. Mannas comment
The exception, of course, is the about the pitch of voices for the
Freshman SeminarsLiving with females, where does she propose
the director,
Roger
your R.A. I will not accomplish that
anything by attacking the Shoemaker, dig up seven female
motivations of the instructors. Nor tenors with the talents of these
will it do much good" if I seven actresses at Trinity College?
dramatically
describe
the
emergency ward of Hartford
Hospital or security alert warnings
at 2 a.m. People who care will
bother to find out what is really
going on around them.
However, I'd like to give some
advice to those intent on change
here, or anywhere else. There is
constructive cntism— they type
that encourages beneficial v 11; king
relationships with varying .;rinips
of people. Then, thpie is
destructive malice, in ihc guise ol
critism, which seryes only to .satisfy
some personal vengence and to
antagonize potential allies.

The TRIPOD is. pufclisb^d bythejrtiidenis t»t IVlnitj! CoHegesand is
written w< fdited entirely by the student sfciff. All rtmtefials are
edited a»< .. "inted at the discretion of the editorial beard; material
is warmly >••> .MiMiged. Deadline for articles, letters to the editor and
Despite all of this, I believe in
other, editc-ujf pag*copy is 5 P.M., Saturday, preceding Tuesday's
F:ee U. and I hope it remains free.
TRIPOD; deadline for advertisements is 12 P.M., Saturday. The
TRIPOD offices are located in jaatkson Hall Basement. Office hours:
Sincerely disappointed
Saturday, 3-5 P.M., Sunday from 9 A.M. Telephone 246-1829 or
but still sincerely,
527-3151, ext. 252. Mailing address: Box 1310, Trinity College,
Tracy Newman '81
Hartford, Ct. 06106.

SGA
Elections

To the Editor.
Ijust wanted to thank the author
of last week's letter that informed
the rest of the s, udent body that the
SGA elections are becoming a
popularity vote. She must be
qualified to tell us that seeing how
she is the present president's
girlfriend (or "friend" if that is a
more appropriate term for the
'80's). Down with democracy, lets
prevent more involvement and
return to student
tyranny 1
Unlimited terms in office! You
choose!
Sincerely,
Name withheld

Also, hbw dp.es.Ms,. Mann propose
more develope
•-•••* . i '
within the script, Ms. Mann.
I must agree with Ms. Mann's
opinion of'Ms. Bainton's and Ms.
Cole's superb portrayals of Freddie
and Algy, respectively.
•In conclusfon, I would like to
know if Ms. Mann found the
"Spring Frolic: Rose Garden"
number, wjiere the actresses
portray men) portraying women,
entertaining. If she was amused or
entertained in the least, then she
was definitely "convinced" that
there were men on the stage
portraying women. I am certain
that every single person in'Gar-i
many Hall Sunday evening was "
convinced wijth the portrayals arid
found the shojw well performed and
not in need of "improvements two
mor,e weeks of \vork will bring."
James F. Kirby,
Class of '84

Letters
Policy
The Tripod welcomes letters to the Editor. All letters
must be signed b-y thej
author whose name will be
withheld when requested.
Letters which are in poor
taste or libelous will not be
printed. All letters must be
typed and doubled spaced.
Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday.

/
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Commentary
Dueling Candidates
by Dutch Barhydt

•',.

over each other, and all over the
pitch. Compared to- Carter and
Like dueling, issues-oriented Reagan, their suits of armor are
presidential campaigns seem to be clean, and this is the time to bring
a thing of the past. Though bar- them out, and see what they have
baric, dueling had a certain grace, to offer. Election day is almost
or subtlety, -finesse- to it. Duelists here, and the audience needs to
took their business seriously, and see the state of the art, in order to
became practiced at their art. A make a correct judgement.
duelist could use for his weapon a
rapier -a small sword- and with
Fritz Mondale is pretty dashing.
quick, moves, and calculated pro- Like Sir Lancelot, he has fought his
bing, could make short work, and king's battles, and earned the
neat work out of his opponent. praise from the king's court. And
Finesse. Art. t
like Lancelot, he has a fault.
Lancelot was out of step with the
idealthat his king was working for.
So is Fritz. His boss, Jimmy Carter,
being a good man, because he
really does want his country to do
well, wants America to be again
economically sound (and that is the
primary issue ... we can't do
anything until our economy shapes
up.) Fritz wants to-spend all the
money the government can get its
hands on. He, too, is out of step.
His intentions are good, but like his
boss, he is a bad duelist ... his form
is atrocious. He hasn't studied his
Theodore White's books, The art. If he had studied his art, he'd
Making of the President -fill in your realize that we simply cannot spend
own year- are thoughtful and money as many people would like. ,
analytical histories of presidential Not now. We have to cut back'; we
campaigns, and Theodore White is have to sacrifice a few things today,
a master at making sense of the so we can have a tommorrow,
thousands
of
impressions when we can again spend money
generated by two men running for more freely.
the Oval Office. The Making of the
President 1960 describes a camNow, for the challenger. George
paign between John Kennedy and Bush has armor that is not only
I a r d Nixon, who had clearly sterling, but also highly polished.
elineated ideologies, and cam- He's been successful, though he
paigns to reflect their beliefs. was knocked off his horse in an
Kennedy and Nixon were intercourt duel. But, being true to
thoughtful,
they
were his court, he is the second for
professionals.
Both
were theman who beat him. Yes, he is
calculating men, smart, and pretty conservative, but that is not
craftsmen in a particularly difficult such a bad word, for a duelist or a
craft. Quite simply, theirs was a candidate for the second highest
contest of issues that the electorate office in the land. If being conserwanted to hear about. They were vative is the antithesis of the
duelists in their campaign. performance of Reagan and Carter,
President Carter and Governor who liberally sprinkled the pitch
Reagan are not duelists. They do with hardware and invective, then
not qualify to practice the art.
he is worthy. Simply, Bush represents the underdog-it isn't easy
Neither Carter nor Keagan has dueling tne man who has been the
learned one of the basic arts of second seeded duelist in the land
for the last four years. This time,
campaigning or dueling — subtlety. the challenger deserves to win.
Like the rapier, subtlety can inflict Once he's escaped the shadow of
damage before the damaged' one his leader (a shadow thai slopes
knows what hit him. Instead of uncomfortably to the right) Bush is
using graceful sword play, the two a decent and smart fellow, and
candidates prefer to run into each certainly right for the times. Come
other, throw their weapons at each to think of it, the rest of the people
other, throw their own armor at Reagan can surround himself with
each other. Kennedy and Nixon — President Ford, Kissinger, Haig.
probed; Carter and Reagan flail VanderJagt — have all done pretty
wildly. Neither appears to be a well, as people, politicians, and, as
winner. They have flattened, not duelists.
carefiilly probed, each other. We
•have two bloodied, tarnished Dueling has now been sealed
duelists, each buried under the
hardware of their opponent, lying into the history books. Hopefully
on the dueling pitch. The audience this media-dominated campaign
is clearly disappointed. Since the complete with loud and crude
two principals are bloodied, and accusations will be locked, never toreally should be taken out for their be replayed, into the books. The
own good, and for the enjoyment choice may be a glum one. Make
of the audience, we should look to the best of'it. Reagan is called a
their seconds. After all, nobody warmonger
that's invective
entered a duel without bringing and hardware. Carter has gotten us
along a second.
as close to nuclear war as we've
ever been: That',-.more.'than RafFritz Mondale and George Bush ter's •performance •onithS-pitch; tells .
each own sterling armor. At, least, us we need a change. Look at the
they are more fun to cheer for or candidates seconds, and the people
against than tfie two we have just thai Carter and Reagan would have
removed from the pitch. They're withthem. Then decided. Then
both attractive, but much more wilh our collective Trinity educaimportantly, they both represent tion, lets decide how the hell we
something traditional to their can gel two better performers onto
respective fallowings. And, they the pitch in 1984. the audience has
haven't thrown their swords, their cerainly been cheated. And the
hardware, their armor, their in- blame goes entirely to the
vective, and dreaded hyperbole all audience.

• *
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The Real Ronald Reagan?
by Bern Dempsey
Will the real Ronald Reagan
please stand up? There are only
two more weeks until the 1980
presidential election - and despite
hours of news stories, debates and
full length progiles - J/still can't
figure out what Ronald Reagan
truly stands for. Are his priorities
really to make this country great for
everyone, or is he an ignorant
hypocrite playing a movie role in
which he and the good guys wear
while and the bad guys wear black?

generation. He talks about freedom, yet he makes some of his
most important speeches,to groups
that are traditionally racist, closed
minded and militant.

And what of these groups. Does
Reagan really believe, as the moral
majority seem to, that removing
liberals from government is a more
important priority than helping the
poor or victims, of discrimination?
Or that building. massive military
projects is more important than
loving.your neighbor or helping the
sick? Why does he make political
<s
Close to 45 percent of the pleasing speeches to members of'
American electorate indicated this this organization, an organization
pasl week that they would' vote for ' that many people feel are preachRonald Reagan in the upcoming ing "moral Rascism?" And* why
election. Polls show that if the does he not refuse the closed
election were held today he would minded and selfish demands of the
win the electoral college and be- NRA-which stands against even the
come the next president of the registration of handguns?
United States. I don't know about
anyone else, but before I vote in the
presidential election oh November
4, 1 want to know, and I certainly

Another very important issue of
this campaign is to discern the
indirect implications of a Reagan
presidency. Will he attempt to
appoint moderate and flexible Supreme Court Justices to the bench,
or purely conservative and rigid
ones? Will he listen to all of his
advisors liberal and moderate as
well as conservative as have past
presidents, or will be allow the
oufrageous propsals of men such as
Barry Goldwater, Strom Thurmond
and Jesse Helms lead us further
into a divided and military state?
So as the election approaches,
we ask: What's it going to be?
Bonzo or reality? The 1980's or the
1880's? -Somehow I get the feeling
that Ronald Reagan, as long as he
is standing near the top of the
polls, is not going to tell us. And
that is what bothers me most about
;
this election:

'My Brilliant Career'

don't know now, what a Reagan
presidency would mean to this
country.

cont. from p. 7
after." Sybylla has good reason to
as does the attention of the rich, balk at the proposal of marriage.
handsome, sensitive rancher-next- She need only look at her well-bred
door, whom she has charmed.
and once-beautiful mother to.
Now the question that most conclude that raising a brood of
reviewers have puzzled or ex- children in the bush enervated one,
pressed regret over: why doesn't physically and emotionally. Before
she marry this great guy who devoting herself to someone else,
doesn't seem to jeopardize her she must prove her talent and
career at all? We like to see this ability to herself,
trendy dilemma of marriage versus
If that conclusion sounds at all
career resolved smoothly. Well, familiar to some of you, perhaps
you will see that Gillian Armstrong you wilt appreciate the film; if it
does not deprive us of a happy •doesn't sound familiar, perhaps you
ending after all, but she does resist will learn something. Anyway, the
the standard, easiest one: "they photography's beautiful, and merits
married and lived happily ever a glance,

In his acceptance speech at the
Republican National Convention in
July, Ronald Reagan gave a very
moderate and even somewhat believable speech, in which he
proposed a better America for all in
ihe 1980's. In the following months
he has made very un-far right
Republican like pitches to Blacks,
Hispanics, labor organizations and.
other minorities. He was so convincing in his appeals (or maybe it
was just that Jimmy Carter was so
unconvincing), that he has gained
the endorsement of several major
Black leaders and labor unions.
Undoubiably, these. traditionally
liberal and Democratic voters are
cont. from p. 11
convinced that Ronald Reagan is a parents saw a certain Trinity
realistic, respectable and moderate victory take shape on Worcester's
candidate.
gray rain-slick sidewalks. Alex
Magoun took an early lead and
At the same time however, went on to win his first meet in two
Ronald Reagan has made totally years in a time of 26:40..j'Bob
outrageous and ignorant state- •; Williams, however, was the,;,&Jiii:i>f
ments about air pollution, (
',Jthis meet. Aided by-twd-'ft'r|jpiti,c
rights and military matters, he has strength aspirins, the big.gifty'hpld
talked about blockading enemies, second for much of the race'.j'ah'd
sending in ships for allies and finished third in 27:27, a personal
building million dollar military best this season for five miles.
weapon systems at the same time Steve Klots and John Arbolino
as he has proposed massive tax overhauled three WPI runners
cuts. Yet he also opposes the after a mile and took fourth (27:39)
military draft. He wants a return to and fifth (27:54), Klots' time
old family values, yet he himself is marking a p.b. as well.
divorced once and his own children
With four of the first five places
are perfeel examples of the new accounted for by the Blue and

Cross Country
Gold, victory was assured, and the
happy harriers cheered in Doug
Brooks and Matt Smith to clinch
the score. The rain stopped, the
Arbolinos smiled even more
broadly and the Bantams gave their
first victory cheer ("2-4-6-8, Be
happy, WPI!" in recent memory.
Even the fact that they have to
return to Worcester to race
Assumption Wednesday could not
dispel the high spirits. "If theiplead
runners are still injured, we could
beat them. The Conn college team
thought so," said Williams. And
thus finish 10-8 for the team's first
winning record in 14 years? How
far has this team come in four
years?

mmm
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Head Of The Connecticut

by Bill Paine
Welcome to the Head of the
Connecticut Regatta. I really
should be doing some work back at
Trinity, but il was going to be such
a nice day. too bad the clouds rolled
in just as I did. Terrible posters -last year's were much better. Let's
see . . . coach Graf isn't rowing in
the Veteran's Singles this year, but
Burt is rowing in the Intermediate
Singles,
;
Excuse me? No, sir, the starting
line is way up near Cromwell. No,
that's about two miles up river. Uh,
no, the finish line isn't here either;
it's about- a mile further downstream. Yeah, that's right, it is a
long race--three miles.
It's getting cold. Wind's picking;

up too; hope our crews are good in
rough water, there's a big pile up a
at the dock --I'm sure glad I don't
have to manage the mess. That
poor Dock Marshall looks like he
needs a beer or two. Those must be
our two women's fours rowing up
to the starting area: looks smooth
on the paddle, anyway.
"Did you see the Northeastern
crew? Man, they were huge! I
heard they went so fast that their
boat kicked up a roostertail."
"Oh, yeah? Well, wait until the
Charles - I heard this year's
Harvard crew is so fast, Parker had
to coach them from a jet-boat."
"COME ON! YOU GOT 'EM!!
YOU LOOK GREAT!!! Boy, they
look awful."

Women's Crews at
Connecticut
It wasn't a great d.ay for Trinity's Women's Crews at the Head of
the Connecticut in Middletown on Sunday, October 12. There were
no images of gold medals appearing like stars in the eyes. It wasn't
a disappointing day, either; it was just mediocre - a culmination of
.a fall in which manv oarswomen were plagued with sickness.
Consequently; the women had only minimal practice time' to
prepare for the first three mile head race. Out of three eights and
(wo fours, only one boat, the JV Varsity Four, finished in the top
ten,

•

.

The Fours race was in the middle of the day, when the wind was
at a minimum and (he conditions were perfect. Trinity's " A " four,
comprised of three experienced freshman and one novice, started
second among over thirty boats. Surrounded by some quick crews,
the Bantams were passed by several boats and finished in the
middle of the pack lime-wise. The " B " boat, consisting of 1980 JV's
Margot Blaltman and Clair Delman, varsity oarswoman Lisa
Bourgei and experienced freshman Laura Darby, passed several
boats before the end, finishing ninth. Vesper, a prestigious club
from Philadelphia, won the event with a time of approximately
twenty minutes.
.
Three Bantam eights, a varsity, and combinaton JV and novice,
and a novice eight, raced in the open eight event late in the
afternoon. The varsity crew started in the middle of the pack and
quickly.passed a crew from Holy Cr.oss. Because of uneven spacing
at the start, the next boat was fourteen lengths ahead in the
beginning of (he race. By the end, however, Trinity had made up
most of the water, just missing catching the stern of the next boat.
The relatively inexperienced but talented crew consisted of
returning lellerwomen captain- Debbie Davis, Lisa Bourget and
Khooshe Adib-Sarnii, JV Oarswomen Margot Blattman, and Alison
Kennedy, experienced freshman Becky Smith and Laura Darby, and
novice Linda Gillelt. The- twelfth place finish was neither
disappointing nor encouraging; it jus.' showed room for improvement before the Head of the Charles.
For some women, the Head of the Connecticut was their first
• race. For some, for the novices, it was a day to remember. The
novice boat somehow lost a skeg and was eventually disqualified
due to steering problems. But no matter! A first race is made for fun
and mistakes. The JV-Novice combination boat fared a little better.
They Imi had a mediocre race, finishing in the middle of 38 boats,
most of which were varsity and JV crews.
Overall, the head of (he Connecticut was, at best, a learning
experience. The novice oarswomen were officially initiated into
Trinity crew. And for the experienced oarswomen, it was day. that
had everyone saying, "Wail until the Charles.1"

Senior Winger Dan Kahn

"Oh, God! Take a look at who'sstarting behind us . . .!"
, "Yeah, but look who's right in
front! We'll pass them in the first
20."
•^
, V.
I can't believe this: it s almost
noon and they still haven't posted
any results! Something about a
computer breakdown? Figures . . .
There go the lightweights; they
look beautiful. Bang. Those catches are awsome. But UNH looks
pretty good, too. It sure is terrible
to have everyone cheering for you
up here, and still have a mile and a
half to row. And the course is way
out in the middle of the river - I
can hardly seethe boats, much less
read the bow-marker numbers.
Finally! Some results have been
posted. Lemme see . . . they only
posted Some of the early events.
What happened to the others?

Computer breakdown! They don't
even know if there will be ANY
results!!?? Oh, well. It's the experience that counts most of all. Wow!
The lightweights took third. Impressive. Very impressive.
"Yeah, well, we had a pretty
good row. Hey, Henry, save me
one of those Buds, o.k.?"
"17:56??? We missed them by
only FOUR SECONDS!!?? I knew
we;should have taken a sprint at
the end."
"1 thought we did . . . "
"Hey, let me look through those
binoculars for a second. Jesus!
that's Tony in that single!"
"No, that's impossible. He's the
last boat in this event."
;
"Well, I guess he passed a few.
How come our people always do
better after they graduate?"
"No ,more schoolwork to inter-

fere with crew,"
I guess there's no sense in
hanging around anymore. The lady
upstairs said the results won't be
out until Tuesday, even if they do
figure it all out. I hope our heavies
did well - they" looked great going
by, but there were some awfu
strong looking crews in that race
And what about the women? They
looked as good as ever. The boats
are almost finished being de-rigged
and loaded onto the trailers. Maybe
if 1 help out I can bum one of those
sandwiches.
As I walk towards my car,
out one more time on the purple
flecked chop on the river. Alone
sculler glides up to the now
deserted dock. Somebody helps
him out of his shell. He looks up at
me, smiles, and turns back to his
boat.

Men's Varsity Lights Take First Place
by William Gregg
On October 12, a cool fall Sunday, the 1980 Crew team commenced their fall season with a fantastic
showing at the Head of the Connecticut. The brightest point of the meet for Trinity occured when the
Varsity lightweights won in their league for the eights.
The Varsity heavies, known as the elite eights, came in seventh out of eighteen boats. One of the
Varsity, boats, which consisted of Ben Howe as coxswain, Co-Captains Dan Bradshaw and Brison
Ellinghaus, Mike Smith, Bill Fiske, Steve Morris, Jason Smith, Andy Aiken, and Henry Cropsey, had
a second in the league. The J.V. heavies, known as the intermediate eights, had a sixth out of thirty
five boats, an impressive accomplishment. The alumni can in
fifth.
•
The Varsity lightweights performance was due largely to the boat, which consisted of Linda Buchin
as coxswain, Gordy Armour, Ed Klomen, Henry Fox, Richard Malabre, Mark Malkovich, Bob Proctor,
Tim Mackin, and Mac Nash, who won their league in the eights. Also, the first Varsity lightweights
boat for the fours, which consisted of Bitchin as coxswain again, Armour, Kloman, Fox, and Malabre,
got another first in their league, while the second boat for the fours, which consisted of Erik Bruun,
Malkovich, Proctor, Mackin, Nash, and Dave May at the bow, came in seventh. A major controversy
arose in the lightweights competition when Yale cut off a Trinity boat in the fours, but Yale was
penalized, which benefited Trinity greatly. The J.V. lights did very well against other J.V. lights, but
were overpowered by the competition from the Varsity lightweights.
The Trinity crew program has developed some of the top teams in the country over the past few
years, and this year shouldn't be any different. Co-captain Dan Bradshaw had stated, "This is the
bigges t program we've ever had and it' is great I'' TH'e teajn <an<Ht's j
outlook of the big event for the crew pvogr&in this fall, the arfnitelH
last Sunday in Boston'. Results*will'follow in next week's TRIPOD.

Men's Varsity Soccer 1-2 On Week
Two women played a major role
in the fate of the Men's Varsity
Soccer team during the past two
weeks of action. Mother Nature
brought torrential rains and the
Bantams were unable to adjust to
the slick field conditions, causing a
2-0 loss to Tufts and a 6-1
shellacking by Union on consecutive Saturdays. However, Lady
Luck prevailed on the Bantam
booters last Wednesday, allowing
the Varsity to notch its second
victory of the season with a 2-0 win
over highly-ranked WPI.
As a Parent's Day crowd

over WPI last Wednesday.
photo by J E Hardy

assembled around the soccer field
on Saturday, October 12, the grey
skies opened and the rain came
down, quickly -muddying the
Bantams' grassless pitch. The
Jumbos from Tufts were quick to
capitalize • on the decaying conditions as they jumped on the
rebound of a free kick off goalie
Andy Fox and banged it home for a
1-0 lead less than two minutes into
the ball game. The dejected
Bantams tried to regain their
composure, but their hopes were
stifled when the men from Medford scored their second goal on a
nice through pass, allowing their
big striker to toe the ball into the
corner. Athough this was the only
scoring of the sloppy afternoon,
both teams had their chances. It
was the Bantams' failure to
capitalize on several Tufts miscues
that brought their downfall and
their season record to 1-4.
However, on Wednesday, the
Bantam fortunes turned for the
better. Their opponent was the
highly-rated Engineers of WPI.
When the game began, the
booters realized that this high
ranking was not necessarily
deserved. The overly aggressive
and offensive-minded WPI forces
were completely shut down by the
Bantam defense. Led by goaltender
John Simons, who notched his first
varsity shutout, and the outstanding play of fullbacks Jamie
Kapteyn, Mike Hurwitz, Randy
Schrenk and Tom Chase, the
Bantams were able to dismantle the
offensive machine of WPI.
While the defense shined, the
Trin midfielders and forward line
controlled the play and put constant pressure on the WPI defense,
causing two miscues which resulted
in goals. The first goal came at the
two-minute mark of the first half,
as winger Danny Kahn's cross was

misplayed by a WPI defender and
deflected .past the startled Engineer
goaltender. The Bantams continued to bring it to the Engineers and
this aggressive play resulted in Jim
Hagar's first varsity goal. Hagar's
cross from the left side skimmed,
off a WPI defender into the net,
giving the Bantams some breathing
room and their second victory of
the season.
The
squad
traveled
to
Schenectady, New York this past
Saturday to take on the 5-3 Dutchmen from Union College. Again,
Mother Nature delivered a pouring
rainstorm and t h e ' Bantams
slipped and sloshed to a 6-1 defeat.
The Dutchmen exhibited a great
deal of control in the prevailingconditions. They dominated the
play from the start and were
benefitted
greatly by the
horrendous display of the game
officials. The Dutchmen scored
first on a volley of a rebound ott
the crossbar, which the Bants failed
to clear. Then, the muddy field got
the best of the Bantams as a back
pass to goalie John Simons was
mishandled, allowing Union to take
a 2-0 lead. The Bantams quickly
rallied, as -they were awarded a
penalty kick after a Union
defender handed a shot by Albert
Agyeman , off a misplay of
Mohammud Farah's corner kick.
Jamie Kapteyn stepped up and
rifled his penalty shot past a
disheartened Dutchman keeper.
' But this was the Bantam's only
bright spot on a dismal afternoon.
The Dutchmen proceeded to score
two more goals before halftime and
two after the intermission, bringing
the final tally to 6-1.
The Bants take on cross-town
rival UHart on Wednesday at 3 PM
at UHart, and then travel to Conn
College for a 1:30 ball game next
Saturday.
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Field Hockey Ends Season At 9-1
Right before our very eyes, the
field hockey season has come to a
quick, victorious end. What? Can it
be true? You mean Bdhtam fans
can no longer watch the field
hockey prowess of Disco Dottie
Bundy, Captain Lisa Lorillard, Lisa
Halle andRo Spier? Unfortunately,
that is correct, but these Bantams
and the,whole Trin squad provided
their loyal fans with perhaps Jhe.
most exciting field hockey season
ever in Trin history.
The penultimate game of the
Bantam season was played on

Tuesday at home against a
determined Holyoke Squad. The
game itself got off to a slow start,
until Lisa Halle blocked a Holyoke
offensive drive and Disco Dot
Bundy took the ball down to score
the 54th goal of her Trinity career.
Trin fans in turn were kept entertained by the plays of aggressive
Amy Waugh and skilled . Judy
Peterson until the refs called time
for the half. t
As the teams resumed play.
Trinity switched from second to
fourth gear, and Ro Spier soon

upped the Trin lead 2-0 with a a physical squad and their play
clean shot to the goal corner. Thursday emphasized this quality
Spier's onslaught was soon of their game. In fact, after three
followed by a quick Sarah Clarke Trinity corners, the Tufts center
drive on a long corner. Both goals half was given a verbal warning for
could never have been tallied her premature defensive rushing.
without the non-stop hustle of Regardless of this Jumbo threat,
Laura Gill, Lisa Lorillard, and Amy Trinity held tight with key ofWaugh. Waugh in particular was fensive rushing by Clarke and
especially outstanding with her key Bundy.
passes, tackles and dodges.
Tied 0-0 at the half, the Bantams
The final game of the Varsity were psyched to push this time for
Bantam's '80 season was their fifth gear to cap their season off
match-up against the Tufts Jumbos. with a well-deserved win. With the
Tufts has always been known to be ball-handling of Sherri Benzeland
Amy Waugh, they did just«that.
Captain Lorillard too played one of
the best games of her season,
scoring the first Trin goal of the
game and her career with a
beautiful drive from the circle. Her
fellow senior Ro Spier scored the
final' Bantam goal, leaving the
Jumbos with a 2-0 loss and a long
ride back to Boston.
The JV squad in turn did similar
damage to their Jumbo opponents
and ended their season with a 5-3-1
record. This final game was a
perfect topping to a season that got
off *> an otherwise bumpy start.
The team hafi the skills and enthusiasm; it just took time for their
works to become synchronized.

After suffering three frustrating
losses, the JVs repsyched themselves under the leadership of
sophomore Ruth Flaherty. Lanie
Lynch returned to play after
fighting off mono, and Lisa Sperry
and Elizabeth Sorder together
instigated an aggressive Bantam
offensive pressure which lasted
throughout the remainder of their
season. Sue Casazza's play improved tremendously, as did the
indispensable defensive skills of
Annie Oberhaus and Connie
Newton. The combination of the
aforementioned skills helped the
JV Bantams to clinch impressive
victories over Wesleyan, Mt.
Holyoke and Tufts. '
Overall, the whole Bantam squad
has been exciting to watch.
Stalwart fans will be, sad to see the
departure of seniors Dottie Bundy,
Lisa Lorillard, Lisa Halle and Ro
Spier, but they can be sure to look *
forward to exciting and victorious
seasons in the years to come.
The 9-1. Bantams will be competing in the North East Field;
Hockey Association Tournament
at Mt. Holyoke on October 25-26,
where all-star teams will be
selected.

Women's Tennis Closes
With Win Over Holyoke
by Ellen Tattenbaum

Bundy's Marks

photo by Charles Rosenfield

Dorothy D. Bundy, better know to her myriad of fans as "Disco" Dot Bundy, of Manchester,
Massachusetts has set numerous records in her four years at Trinity. Bundy has led the Trinity
,team in scoring in each of her four years as a starter. She has been Trin's all-time leading scorer since
irildrway through her sophomore season. She holds seasonal and career records at Trinity for goals [16
season, 54 career], hat tricks [4/10], per game average [2/1.8], total points [21/72]. She also shares
the record for most goals scored in a game with four. She has done this four times. Bundy
scored a hat trick in the North East Field Hockey Association tournament last year and was voted to
the tournament's First All-Star team. Bundy has also started in every game of Trinity's longest varsity
unbeaten streak [all sports]: 16 field hockey games from 1977-79. The loss of Bundy to graduation will
deal a terrible blow to the field hockey team, but hasn't it been wonderful?

Schlein Sets Record As Women's Cross
Country Falls To Smith
Schleiner!" by the men's team to
set a 3-mile course record of 17:55.
If Kathy Schlein had those early
Schlein will be spending nexl
season blues about the lack of term at UPenn, bul she hopes that
interest in a formal ^women's at least Amrien will hold the middle
running program at .'Trinity, th'fe distance events in track while she's
phoenix-like women's cross- gone. The fresh woman did not run
country team have run them away all summer, and has spent the fall
by now. When men's coach Ralph. running three miles fast every day.
Walde washed his hands of the While this is not generally apwomen's team in September proved by coaches for crossbecause no one showed up, it was country practice, it seems to work
up to Schlein and Kelly Higashi to
find enough runners for first the
Wesleyan and then the scheduled
Smith race. This is no mean feat on
by Alex Magoun
a:';campus' where competitive
Four years ago, the crossrunniftg is anathema for many of country meet,at WPI signaled the
the good -recreational running nadir of the Trinity cross-country
women, but by last Wednesday program. Following a series of
Schlein and Higashi had re- humiliating defeats, the captains
assembled the team for their
called for a forfeit of the race,
second and last race.
i
arguing with feeling that it made
Smith might not have come little sense to waste an afternoon
anyway had they known about the being shut out by the hosts and
sidewalks ("My runners work Amherst. Only a threat to drop the
entirely on grass and when they team from varsity status and. a
saw this course, they were ap- promise to balance the schedule by
palled" — Smith coach), but they athletic director Karl Kurth moved
rose to / the occasion. Sweeping six men to Worcester On the apfourth through tenth place, the pointed afternoon. There they
visitors won, 24-37.
were duly shut out, 15-50, to WPI
But no one could ignore the and 15-49 to Amherst, thereby
superb one-three finish of Kathy filling out a 3-8 season.
Schlein and Elizabeth Amrien.
In the next two years, Trinity
Schlein has already established crosscountry teams of less ability
herself as one of the better runners ran to 6-7 and 7-8 records, aided
in New England, and confirmed considerably by the Fairfields and
that reputation against Smith. Quinnipiacs on the schedule. This
Suffering' from a head cold, the season promised much of the same,
New Jersey junior took an early and had been fairly predictable
lead; hit one and two milei splits of until 'Saturday when' the Harriers
5:55 and 12:05, and them, stormed returned to ' Worcester' arid' dealt
home to the cries of "Schleiner!
by Alex Magoun

This past week, the women's
tennis season ended in a 5-6 record.
Two final matches' were played this
week, against UConn and Mt.
Holyoke.
On Monday, October 13, the
Trinity team fell to UConn in a 1-8
loss. Captain and number one
player Eileen Kern was the only
member of the team to win her
match. Despite an injury, she
displayed true dedication to the
team and determination on the '
court, Winning 7-5,6-4.
'
On Tuesday, October 14, the
women's tennis team ended their
regular season with a 6-3 victory
over Mt; Holyoke. Those singles
players who won i their matches
were Barb Sherman at # 3 with a
fine score of 6-4, 6-1; Dede Seeber

for Amrien, who ran three miles
very fast in 18:49 to take third.
The other Trinity runners, Pat
Adams, Andrea Mooney, Kelly
Higashi, and Jennifer Rudin, did
not run so badly as the Smith team
ran so well. More important than
cont. from p. 12
the 0-2 record is that there is hope
for the future, and those inThe Coast Guard offense, led by
terested in preparing for indoor
track should contact some of these Pete Ryba and Spence Byrum, has
had some difficulty, but the
women and train together.

at # 4 with a 6-3, 6-3 tally; number
five' Chandlee Johnson^1 Sweeping')
her opponent off the court with a 61, 6-fl win, and "Cathy Schwartz,
number 6, winning 6-4, 6-3.
Number one doubles team Holly
Doremus and Sue Greene toppled
their opponents with a 7-5, 6-4
victory, while # 2 team Leslie
Petch and Francie Norris
conquered with a 6-3, 6-3 count.
The women's tennis team had
their five victories against
Amhersti Conn College, Smith,
Wesleyan and Mt.' Holyoke. .
Throughout the season, each and
every member 'of the team;
displayed true spirit, determination
"and skill on the court. Coach Kirk
Cameron did a fine job as mentor,
showing true dedication and
concern for the teaml
' -

Varsity Football

Harriers Over WPI, 25-32
the Engineers a 25-32 defeat in a
muggy rain. "I'm running downhill
on the third loop," said John Arbolino afterwards, "and I see
Magoun and Williams in front, and
only one WPI dude ahead of me.
And I realize, hey, we're winning
this." •
WPI's fortunes have fallen since
1977 and their team has sustained
several injuries this season, but the
Bantams overcame problems of
their own to win! Although the one
race result coach Ralph Walde had
for WPI suggested that the, Bantams could win, Bob Williams' shin
splints and Greg DeMarco's absence made disaster seem imminent before the start.
Within the first mile, however,
Walde and Arbolino's race-crazed
cont. on p. 9
P.E. Registration
Second'Quarter
October 20 - October 24
9AM-Noon
Ferris Lobby

defense, led by linebacker Bill
McMeekin, had allowed just ten
points a game going into the
Bowdoin clash.

Cumulative Statistics
First Downs
;
Rushing-Yards
Passing
Total Offense
Punts-Average
Return Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Penalities-Yards

Trinity"

Union

55/ 207
8-17-169

35/ 117
7-18-118

18

5

376

235

6/ 29.7

8/ 24.1

67

51

2/ 0
9/ 65

2/ 0'
8/ 90

Individual Leaders
Rushing:
Tim - Holden, 16-85; Gizzi, 5-55 1 TD; Elia,
11-36,- 3 TD's; Palmer, 4-25.
Union — Huttner, 8-51, 1 TD; Marino, 4-29.
Passing:
Trin, -

Martin, 7-14-157, .1 TD, 1 int.; Palmer,
1-3-12.
Union — Nowak, 5-10^1, 1 int.; Johnston, 2-7-77/
!• int.

Receiving :

' "

Trin -Reading, 4-128, 1 TD; Elia, 2-21; Luby, 1-12;
Holden, 1-8.
Unib —' - Frederick,' ' 3-55J Gibbons;-3-13r •
Wright, 1-40. "-
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Sports
Women's Soccer Ties, Wins In Best Week
by Roberta Scherr
The Women's Varsity soccer
team traveled to Providence last
Tuesday to face Brown University's
Junior Varsity boorers. After the
long bus ride, the Bantams began
the first half slightly sluggish,
dominating ball control but missing
numerous scoring opportunities.
Trinity took fourteen shots in the
first half against Brown's eight,
with freshman forward Cynthia
Hunter leading the pack with six
shots. Goalie Sara Koeppel had a
flawless first half, being tested only
five times and saving .^ach shot.
Polly Lavery at sweepejjjlind Terry
Samdperil at fuUbackM&oth had
excellent halves, clearing balls
from defense and spurring the
. offensive drives. •
Trinity came back hungry in1 the
second half, but so did Brown. The
second stanza saw another hard
fought battle with the game
remaining scoreless until the thirtyfour minute mark. Brown scored
on one of their three shots of the
half. This spurred the Bantam
booters on as they realized they
had only eleven minutes to get the
goal back; They succeeded at 39:00
of the half when freshman forward
Adrienne Merjian scored off a pass
from Hunter to tie the game at oneall. The remainder of the half was
scoreless, forcing the game into
two teji-minute overtime periods.
Both teams fought hard through
the overtime periods with Trinity
on the offensive for most of each
period, but neither team was able
to score. The game goes into the
record books as a 1-1 tie. During,
the game Trinity took 25 shots to
Brown's 15, and Goalie Sara
Koeppel made ten-saves, three in
overtime.
' The Varsity booters faced Keene
State on Saturday and emerged
witha3-l win (more details on that
game next week). They complete .
their season on Thursday facing the
University of Hartford, at home.
Last time they met, the Bantam's
crushed UHart by a score of 5-1.
Come out and support Trinity's
newest varsity team.

Keene State's goalie gets set to stop a penalty kick by Trin's Dana Anderson. Anderson, a sophomore, beat the netminder to Ice the
Bantam's 3-1 win last Saturday.
:
photo by Keryn Grohs

Varsity Football Pounds Union 41-7
by Nancy Lucas
On a rainy Union Homecoming
Weekend inSchcnectady.N.Y., the
Trinity Bantams upped their season
record to 4-1 in thoroughly outclassing their hosting opponents by
a 34-point margin. Quarterback.
Peter Martin was 50% passing on
the day, completing 7 of 14 passes

for 157 yards, making him only the
thirteenth man in Trinity's 103-year
football history to reach the 1,000
-yard career passing mark. Martin's
total against Union gives him 1,155
for his career with more than a year
left to play. Junior running back
Bill Holden's 85 yard rushing
performance moved him into
thirteenth place on the all-time

Senior Pam Wilton tallies the Brst goal for the Bants on this shot in their first win of the season over
... Keene State last Saturday.
_. . .
photo by keryn

Trin list also, giving him 1220 yards
for his career.
The Dutchmen opened the scoring on a fluke play in their first
drive. QB Dana Johnston hit Henry
Wright for a 40 yard gain, but as
Wright was being pulled down at
about the thirty by numerous Trin
defenders, he lateralled to running
back Bill Huttner, who cruised in
untouched for the score.
Trinity gathered momentum after that play, and the defensfe gave
gave Union no opportunity to even/
approach the goal line again. After
a shaky start, the Bantam offensive
line held tough,
blocking
everything in sight and giving
Martin
ample
protection.
Especially impressive was offensive guard Steve LaFortune, who
has led the line in enabling
Trinity's offense to average 350
yards per game thus far this
season.
" Trin culminated their first lengthof-the-field scoring drive with a
one-yard plunge by running back
Mike Elia. Elia amassed three
touchdowns in the second quarter
alone, scampering for 36 yards on
J h e day. Elia is Trin's leading
scorer, having tallied five touchdowns in as many games. All three
of Mike Cooke's extra points were
good, and the Bants led at the half,
21-7.
The second stanza saw no letdown in the Trinity.momentum. A
Martin pass tp Bob Reading turned
into a 42-yard touchdown play, and
Martin himself ran for the fifth
Bantam TD from six yards out.
Reading, the top-ranked receiver in
Division III- in ^New, England, was
named to the EC AC Division II
weekly All-Star team for the

second time this season after his 10
catch, 177 yard, 2 touchdown
performance in the losing effort
last week against Colby. Reading
totalled four grabs for 12.8 yards
and one TD this week, boosting his
season total to 498 yards on 27
receptions.
The Bantam second-stringers
saw action in the fourth quarter,
and they too got in on the scoring.
QB Gary Palmer called a draw play
from the Union forty yard line that
turned into six points when diminutive running back Joe Gizzi poured
on the speed and bolted for the
corner of the end zone. After the
failed extra point, Trinity "called a
hall to the damage they had
incurred, and went home satisfied with the 41-7 blowout.
Defensively, Bill Schauflet was
superb. He led the field in tackles,
'intercepted a pass, blocked
another, sacked the quarterback
on a crucial drive and had a 13-yard
run of a partially blocked Union
punt that set up another Bantam
score. Mike Tucci also nabbed an
interception^ while Frank Netcoh,
Chip McKeehan, Bob Grant, Joe
,Penella and Pete Smialek led the
defense on a rampage of QB sacks
and snuffed the Dutchman running
game.
Next week, the Bantams face
Coast Guard, who are coming off a
devastating loss at the hands of
Bowdoin, at 1:30 PM on Trinity's
Jessee Field. Trinity leads the
seriesT which dates back to 1933,
24-11-1. The Bants have won the
last two meetings between these instate rivals.
'"
cont. on p. 11
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